Used VW's Sold As New By Unauthorized Dealers

WASHINGTON—Rudi Nader, the consumer advocate who charged that the auto industry had been selling thousands of vehicles as new that had actually been used, was found guilty of contempt of court Thursday in federal court here.

Mr. Nader, who has fought a series of battles against what he called "the auto racket," has been found guilty of contempt of court.

ANNAPOLIS—Governor Harry W. Hughes, seeking to expand the state's program of low-interest loans for students, proposed a $21 million bond issue to the state legislature today.

Mr. Hughes said the bond issue would be used to provide loans to students at the University of Maryland, the State University, and the community colleges.

Mr. Hughes said the state had been criticized for not providing enough financial aid to students.

In a letter to the Governor, Mr. Hughes wrote:

"I have decided to leave the state government and start my own business.

"It is a letter to Rich. We must find a way to make the state government work better for the people."
The Turning Point—First Of 3-Part Series

LBJ Downfall, Viet Shift—How Did It Happen?

LBJ's downfall was the result of a series of events that culminated in the Vietnam War. The war drained the nation's resources and eroded public support for the administration. The conflict also exposed the deep divisions within the country, leading to a shift in political ideology. The turning point came when the war became a symbol of failure and a source of shame for the nation.

FCC Probe Of Stations In Offing

The FCC is considering an investigation into the operations of several stations. The move is part of a broader effort to ensure that broadcasters are complying with regulations. The FCC is concerned about issues such as diversity, public service, and the impact of programming on local communities.

Innovative Project Called 'Beyond'

The Church has launched a new project called 'Beyond,' which aims to engage people in meaningful ways. The project includes initiatives such as community outreach, youth programs, and spiritual enrichment. The goal is to create a platform for dialogue and growth, fostering a sense of community and purpose.

Boy Scouts Trek, Show Off Skills

The Boy Scouts embarked on a trek, showcasing their skills and resilience. The journey was challenging, requiring teamwork and perseverance. The event was an opportunity for the scouts to apply their training in a real-world context, reinforcing their commitment to service and leadership.

Vital Statistics

The Vital Statistics feature provides essential information on various topics. This includes data on health, demographics, and social issues. The statistics are presented in a clear, accessible format, allowing readers to understand the significance of the data and its implications for public policy and individual well-being.

Sill's Music To Boom Out

Sill's Music was popular in the 1960s, with hits that resonated with a generation seeking expression and identity. The music was characterized by its unique blend of folk and rock, reflecting the cultural and political climate of the time. The songs often dealt with themes of love, protest, and self-discovery, making them resonate with the youth of the era.

No Headlines Here

Highway Veteran Seeks Even Keel

The veteran's journey as a highway employee was a testament to the challenges faced by those in the transportation industry. The work was physically demanding and required a strong sense of discipline. The veteran sought a way to maintain stability and balance in a profession that is often characterized by change and unpredictability.

It Opens Today

Trite But True—CAF Show Unique

The CAF show opened with a unique presentation, blending performance and education. The event featured a variety of acts, such as dance, acrobatics, and music, designed to entertain and inspire. The show's uniqueness lies in its ability to captivate an audience while delivering a message on a specific theme.

Nation's Largest Factory Direct Manufacturer

Sleep-Aire

50% $169.00 FREE

Savings You Can't Afford To Miss

Super King Size 78" x 80" Innerspring $129.00

Highlighting Our GREATEST OF FACTORY SALES

Queen Size 60" x 80"

Free To You!

Save Now! Call to Order

89.99

Sleep-Aire

"Made of World's Finest Materials"
Washington Merry-Go-Round
Kennedy's Papers Denied To Public

Presidential papers put on important question, new law, court rules, public files.

By Penn Martin, Staff Writer

WASHINGTON - The holiday season made its mark on President Kennedy's office this week with the release of a series of papers that had been held under an ``embargo'' until after Christmas. These papers included a report on the nation's economic situation, a statement on the Budget, and a letter from the President to the Congress asking for approval of the Budget.

The papers were made available to the public on Tuesday afternoon, with a free press conference on Wednesday. The President was expected to make a statement on the papers at the conference, but he did not.

The papers included a detailed report on the nation's economic situation, which showed a steady increase in the gross national product. The report also showed a decrease in the unemployment rate, and an increase in the number of jobs.

The Budget statement was a detailed list of the government's spending plans for the coming year. It showed a decrease in the deficit, and an increase in the revenue collected.

The letter to the Congress asked for approval of the Budget, and for the public's support of the government's policies. The letter also included a statement on the nation's foreign policy, and a call for peace.

The papers were made available to the public in a special conference in the White House. The President was expected to make a statement on the papers at the conference, but he did not.

The papers included a detailed report on the nation's economic situation, which showed a steady increase in the gross national product. The report also showed a decrease in the unemployment rate, and an increase in the number of jobs.

The Budget statement was a detailed list of the government's spending plans for the coming year. It showed a decrease in the deficit, and an increase in the revenue collected.

The letter to the Congress asked for approval of the Budget, and for the public's support of the government's policies. The letter also included a statement on the nation's foreign policy, and a call for peace.

The papers were made available to the public in a special conference in the White House. The President was expected to make a statement on the papers at the conference, but he did not.

The papers included a detailed report on the nation's economic situation, which showed a steady increase in the gross national product. The report also showed a decrease in the unemployment rate, and an increase in the number of jobs.

The Budget statement was a detailed list of the government's spending plans for the coming year. It showed a decrease in the deficit, and an increase in the revenue collected.

The letter to the Congress asked for approval of the Budget, and for the public's support of the government's policies. The letter also included a statement on the nation's foreign policy, and a call for peace.

The papers were made available to the public in a special conference in the White House. The President was expected to make a statement on the papers at the conference, but he did not.
Tigers Derail Cowboys’ Title Hopes

OU MATMEN STOP I-STATE

Kansas Thumps OU In Overtime

Luttrell’s Pin Fires 22-10 Win

CHIEFS ROMP, 94-70

Tulsa Breezes
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Buff's 7-2 Ace Is Ineligible

It's Serum At Oaklawn

Recruiting War Peaks Tuesday
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Spartans Roll By Michigan
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Norman Repeats As Mat Champs

Casper's 69 Moves To Second

Buff's 7-2 Ace Is Ineligible

It's Serum At Oaklawn

Recruiting War Peaks Tuesday
Never Associated With A Loser

Lombardi 'Going For Broke'

NEW YORK (AP) — Joe has never been a los...
Charley The Watchman Needs Blood

半岛购物中心

Penneys furniture fair
LAST 2 DAYS!

Save 20% on custom upholstered furniture for a limited time

Pick your style (500 to choose from)
Pick your fabric (2000 to choose from)
Discount 20% from regular low Penney prices!

Shepherd Mall
PENNEYS SHEPHERD MALL... your complete "one-stop" department store

Grantham To Head Club

Nixon economic men face tough inflation decision

All Three Are Boys
Spelling Champs Picked

Campaign rated Best by Ad Club
Journal Wins First With Flexform Ads

First Place Award

Complete Weekly Record Of New York Exchange Shares

Weekly List Of Share Trading On American Exchange

Mutual Funds

New York Stock Exchange
Biggest Problem In Homesteading Alaska? Building Your Own Road!

Oklahoma It Ain't?

Living in 'Civilization'

Sportswear
$2 to $4

TOPS • PANTS • SETS
Mix 'N Match Coordinates
QUALITY MERCHANDISE
New Arrivals Weekly

MOTOROLA
FACTORY AUTHORIZED SALE
Now you can buy "works in Quasar as a drawer" FOR UNDER "600."

New Lums Restaurant Opens

Nothing But Bargains

Moore Fashions 7701 E. 9th
TEXAS STAR OPTICAL
FAST, ACCURATE QUALITY SERVICE

INVESTORS' GUIDE
World Trade
Meeting Set

Mutual Fund Scorecard for Year 1968

Machinery
Sales Due Big Jump

Men in Business
by SAM SHULSKY

Natural Gas

3600 SW 29th Street
BIG GREEN WAREHOUSE

Cheeseburger
10¢ COCA COLA
Monday-Tuesday-Wednesday
CLEARANCE

MODEL - C
Cortina

$195
DOWN CASH OR TRADE

$62.90
PER MONTH
WITH APPROVED CREDIT

CORTINA DELUXE SEDAN
3 Speed Automatic transmission, interior decor group, exterior decor group, white tires, disc brakes, flow through ventilation, fresh air heater, 2 speed wipers and washers, self adjusting brakes, vinyl seats & trim.

NOW AT..

Arthur Harris
Ford
6601 SE 29th
PE 7-1421

BUIK
DUNN BUCK

$1788.00
$2770.00
$3595.00
$4283.00

SPECIAL FACTORY PURCHASE: 140 NEW BUICKS & OPELS

CARAVAN OF VALUES
Need A Home? Car? Check The Journal's Want Ad's